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Abiotic stresses like drought, �ooding, heat, cold, and high-salinity severely a�ect
crop yield production worldwide. Understanding the genetic regulation of stress
tolerance is very important to reduce the losses frequently occurring due to the
abiotic stresses. In general, genetic regulation of abiotic stress tolerance is very
complex and is governed by many genes and also a�ected by environmental
conditions. In this regard, geneticmapping of quantitative trait loci (QTL) performed
to dissect the trait and to identify regulatory genes/loci has great importance.
Segregating population, genotyping techniques, molecular markers, and statistical
tools are the deciding factors for the e�cient QTL mapping. Recent advancement
in sequencing technology has improved molecular marker discovery to several
folds and provides cost e�ective high-throughput genotyping by sequencing (GBS).
Similarly, availability of genome sequence enhances the e�ciency of QTL mapping
in many ways; for example, it provides source of genome-wide markers, helps to
develop dense genetic linkage map, and facilitates candidate gene identi�cation.

�e two principal applications of QTLmapping are map-based cloning of regulatory
genes and marker assisted breeding. Despite the discovery of thousands of QTLs,
exploitation of QTL information in map-based cloning and breeding programs
remains limited and is further complicated because of nonconsistent and relatively
small e�ect QTLs. To address this, approaches like meta-QTL analysis provide
statistical relevance to select realistic QTL even with small e�ect. In addition to
conventional methods, several novel approaches employing technical advances are
being developed and applied. Genome-wide association study (GWAS) is one of
the most e�cient methods utilizing recent advances in NGS and statistical tools.
Similarly, multiparental populations like Nested Association Mapping (NAM) and
Multiparent Advanced Generation Intercrosses (MAGIC) populations provide
several bene�ts over the conventional biparental populations particularly for the
complex traits like abiotic stress tolerance.

�is special issue will provide an overview of QTL mapping and its utilization
for the elevation of abiotic stress tolerance in plants. In addition, this issue
aims to highlight the novel approaches such as high-resolution mapping, marker
development, transcriptome pro�ling used to identify candidate genes and markers,
and other breeding e�orts applied towards the translational research employingQTL
information. Furthermore, it also focuses on the functional evaluation of candidate
genes, gene interactions, expression pro�ling, statistical methods, and integrated
approaches used for understanding the complex molecular mechanism involved
in the stress tolerance mechanism. We invite reviews and original research articles
related to genetic regulation of abiotic stress tolerance in plants.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Genetic dissection of abiotic stress tolerance in plants
Identi�cation of QTLs for abiotic stress related traits in plants
Development of markers for abiotic stress related traits
Gene expression studies by RNA-seq
Identi�cation and evaluation of candidate genes
Integrated approaches being used to understand abiotic stress tolerance
mechanism

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/ijg/grast/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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